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Dedication to Our Lineage
This magazine is created with deepest gratitude to our spiritual
teacher, our Guru and guide, Acharya Shunya, who is disciple of her
Guru, Baba Ayodhyanath, who is disciple of his Guru, Paramatman
Shanti Prakash. These eminent teachers, from Ayodhya, Uttar
Pradesh, India are bearers of sacred knowledge of Advaita Vedānta, as
expounded in the Upanishads, Bhagavad Gīta and Brahma Sutras. 

This magazine is a humble re�ection of the non-dual Truth Acharya
Shunya’s students have received from her live discourses in her Vedic
Spiritual Studies Program at Vedika Global - Acharya Shunya’s
wisdom school in Emeryville, California.
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Taking it a step further, this issue’s articles share themes of how the path to transcendence is necessarily through the
transactional. The worldly complications that we at �rst think we need to escape, forget, cast o� or let go of are actually the
signposts directing us to keep looking inward and the laboratories where we actually integrate the wisdom we have learned.
It is not despite, but rather because of the mundane that we eventually succeed in remembering our Soul-nature.

New contributor, Nirāmayā, encapsulates Acharya Shunya’s teachings on Bhakti yoga and shows how connection to a God
principle revolutionizes the way we approach our life responsibilities and relationships. With a shift in attitude, all thoughts
and actions have the potential to become a reverent celebration of the Divine.

Contributing writer Ananta’s �rst in a series of upcoming articles on the ego reveals how the very same ego that we often say
we wish would just go away so we can be free of its world-obsessed distractions, is actually a necessary and powerful tool to
guide us toward a spiritual path.

Many more gems are waiting in the pages ahead to illumine your path…

In Service,

Ishani Naidu
Editor in Chief

Advaita Vedānta guides us to go within to experience the unlimited
consciousness infusing everything, everyone and all the spaces in between.
Yet as we try to incorporate this wisdom, many distractions and
complications seem to crop up. We get carried away by our cravings, ravaged
by self-sabotaging thoughts, overwhelmed by our list of responsibilities.
Wonderfully, the more we learn, contemplate and practice this spiritual
science, we start to feel remarkable relief at a very tangible, ‘real world’ level.
From this angle, being a spiritual seeker is a very practical and rational
response to try and survive and ultimately transcend the di�culties we
encounter in the world.

Jai Maa,
Welcome to Volume 2, Issue 2 of The Hamsa Magazine 
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The Unexplored Role of the Ego
for Greater Spiritual Progress

By Ananta Ripa Ajmera
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The ego often has a notorious reputation along the spiritual journey. We are frequently led to believe that it is
something we should try to destroy in order to come closer to our true Self.

As Acharya Shunya taught in an inspiring recent series of Vedic Spiritual Studies Program classes, however, there is
an unexplored role that the ego plays, which ultimately leads to greater spiritual progress. The ego is a very
essential actor in bringing us deeper Self-knowledge.

As we will see through this and the coming series of articles on the ego, it plays a central role on our spiritual
journey. And while the ego can de�nitely lead us astray from our Self in a garden variety of ways, each with its own
colors and �avors, it is this very same ego that can also be credited with bringing us back home to our deepest Self.

The Ego’s Associations

Along with its various sources of association and identi�cation with di�erent forms of I-ness and mine-ness, the
ego also tries to add arti�cial value to itself in di�erent ways. One such value add comes in the form of its degrees.
Acquiring a house, spouse and child(ren) are additional sources of value adding. The ego additionally tries to add
value to itself by getting strokes and attention from external sources, such as social media, our family members,
friends, teachers, etc.

If we are unsuccessful in adding this value to ourselves, the ego laments about how it doesn’t have a degree, a
house, spouse, child, attention from others, and so on.

Advaita Vedānta declares our fundamental wholeness. The Self is complete in itself. And yet, when identi�ed
with ahamkāra (“I-ness”) and mamakāra (“mine-ness”), the ego becomes more attached to the external and can
easily lose itself in a world of associations, people, property, fame, money and degrees that we feel will add to us,
making us somehow feel more full.

Acharya Shunya shared an example of how people will say, “When I have a partner in my life, I feel better.
Without one, I feel dead.” A similar phenomenon happens with jobs, property, fame, money, etc. There is a kind
of emptiness that can be experienced when the ego is without external forms of value. We experience depression,
smallness and unworthiness when we forget the inherent value of our true Self.
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What is the Ego?

The literal term for the ego in Sanskrit is “ahamkāra.” When separated into its root words, we can understand
how the ego is the kara, or “maker” of aham, or “I.” The ego is literally the “I maker.” As Acharya Shunya says,
“the ego is nothing more than a singular ‘I’ thought at the core of our being.”

The ego is our container of thoughts, which travel with us from one body to another. They comprise the subtle
body of thoughts, which remains with us forever, throughout all our myriad lifetimes, until the point when we are
fortunate enough to achieve full liberation, or moksha, and no longer have the obligation to be in any kind of
body.

The ego is responsible for creating separation and distinguishing an individual from the whole. In this sense, the
ego serves the function of identi�cation. It is the means by which we are able to know ourselves as separate beings
from the rest of existence.

The ego gets activated when our sense of “I” becomes
fused with myriad associations. These include the
most basic associations we are born with, such as our
family, race and birth religion. We all have di�erent
psychological tendencies, personality traits, sun signs
and unique body constitutions, and when we
identify with those as de�ning ‘who we are,’ the ego
gets strengthened.

The ego identi�es itself with political groups, taking
on labels like Democrat, Republican, Libertarian, etc.
It does the same with cultural labels, like “I am a
feminist.”

An even more common phenomenon of ego
identi�cation is with our profession. How many
times have we referred to ourselves or met others who
introduced themselves by saying “I am an artist,
entrepreneur, social worker, doctor, teacher,” etc.?
Our values are common additional sources of ego
identi�cation (e.g. “I’m a righteous person”).

Along with “ahamkāra,” another word connected with
the ego in Vedānta is mamakāra, which literally means
the “mine” (mama) “maker” (kara). Mamakāra signi�es
all those people, places and things we consider to be
“mine.” This includes our friends and enemies, our likes
and dislikes, our mind (passing emotions, as well as
ideas, beliefs and imaginations), and personal
experiences, including past traumas and future,
imaginary occurrences.

An example that Acharya Shunya gave to illustrate
ahamkāra and mamakāra in action is that of a person
who identi�es with their profession as a carpenter.

This carpenter can say, “I love wood. I belong to a family
of carpenters. I believe in rosewood. I believe in the
carpentry association of Seattle and California. I believe
in Democrats or Republicans, depending on who
supports the carpentry association of America,
depending on what logging policies they have, etc. And
because I’m a carpenter, the knowledge of how to be a
carpenter, the tools to be a carpenter, this shop of
carpentry, the gurus of carpentry, the clients of
carpentry, these are mine.”

The Ego’s Artificial Value Adds

The Journey of Aham to Brahm (an)

In addition to “aham,” the ego in Vedānta is also known as chidabāsa, which means it is comprised of both the
Truth (of Brahman, Supreme Reality), as well as a re�ection of Truth. The re�ected part of the ego remembers,
deep down, that its essential nature is wholeness, peacefulness, bliss, intelligence, knowledge and wisdom.

The ego’s memory of its true nature is often �rst a hindrance. In time, this memory of its true spiritual nature is
what eventually also leads the ego back home, to the source and substratum of all existence - to Brahman.

The Projected Self’s Misdirected Cravings for Its True Self

We can see how this deep memory manifests in a bank robber. On the surface, it may not seem like a bank robber
would have any memory at all of their true nature as a supreme spiritual being. If the robber did remember, after
all, then why steal in the �rst place? The robber is after money. That is obvious.

But when we scratch the surface to dig deeper into the robber’s motivation for robbery, we will see that the robber
has stolen to have enough money to ultimately have peace. The robber’s real nature is peace. And the robber’s ego
remembers this.

All the di�erent examples of how our ego acts out (by lying, stealing, cheating, manipulating, overeating,
gossiping, and even committing crimes like murder), are, in fact, actually ways that the ego expresses a very hidden
craving to experience its essential nature.

We often lie to ensure our security. We break others down by gossiping to feel a sense of our own wholeness. We
overeat to feel the satisfaction of fullness. We cheat and manipulate to remove power from others as a way to
experience our own power (or in the case of cheating on a spouse, to feel physical and/or emotional bliss). We kill
to ultimately experience a sense of the soul’s immortality.

The true Self is completely secure. It is whole, full, powerful and blissful. It is immortal. And the projected self
craves its true Self, deep down. Consciously or unconsciously, we are all searching for our own Self, because the ego
remembers who it really is on a profound and hidden level.

Moving from Darkness to Light

The same memory of wholeness eventually turns ordinary, ego-driven people into spiritual seekers. This usually
happens when we have su�ered enough from all the misdirected paths the inner memory of our real nature can
take us on to attempt to experience our true Self.

These memories prompt us with the increasingly nagging feeling that, even as our ego chases outer wordly
identi�cations, desperately builds up its sense of ownership in di�erent and creative ways and su�ers more and
more as a result, our true wholeness is not actually going to be found outside.

We realize, sooner or later, that we will need to start to look inside to �nd what we are really seeking. The ego is
what ultimately redirects us to learn from a quali�ed spiritual teacher about how to access and connect with our
own source of real inner satisfaction, ful�llment, wholeness, peace and bliss.

The journey of aham (the individual “I”) to Brahm(an) (Supreme Reality), then, is really one of returning back
home, to our true state of Being.

The ancient Upanishadic mantra we close our Vedic Spiritual Studies Program classes with beautifully expresses
the ego’s journey:

Asato mā sadgamaya
May I journey from untruth (asat) to Truth (sat)

Tamaso mā jyotirgamaya
From darkness (tamas) to light (jyotir)

Mrytor mā amritamgamaya
And from identi�cation with the body subject to death (mrytor) to identi�cation with my immortal
essence (amritam).

OM Shantih Shantih Shantih
OM Peace Peace Peace

The word “gamaya” means “to journey,” or “to go.” The one who makes the journey from untruth
to truth, darkness to light, and from identi�cation with the changing body to the immortal Self is
none other than the ego.

From Wave to Ocean Consciousness

The ego’s journey can also be characterized by the metaphor of journeying from wave consciousness
to ocean consciousness. When we are identi�ed with ahamkāra and mamakāra, it’s as if we have
identi�ed with a single wave.

Our whole existence is then completely centered around our existence as a wave - we become happy
when we crest, and sorrowful as we fall. We associate with the other waves around us as “our waves.”
And try to add value to ourselves by becoming higher and higher waves in the ocean. Along the way,
we forget that we are actually much bigger than a single wave.

Advaita Vedānta reminds us that we are actually the whole ocean (a metaphor of Brahman – Absolute
Reality). We are one with pure existence, our true nature, as represented by the ocean. When we limit
ourselves to certain restrictive belief systems, or a binding sense of me and mine, we have subscribed
to wave consciousness.

The journey is to go from believing we are a single wave to understanding that we are actually the
whole ocean.

Forgetting Our Small Selves

We are one with all of existence. The times in our human lives when we remember and experience this
universal oneness are those peak moments in life when the ego is not present, when we forget our
small selves.

This can happen when we see the sunrise and forget ourselves. It happens during orgasms. We also
experience this whenever we spontaneously cry when seeing something beautiful, or when we cry for
another’s pain and su�ering.

The Power of the Present Moment

The ego has no existence in the here and now. We are able to live from a higher, expanded
consciousness when we surrender to the present moment and live simply with what is coming to us
naturally.

The ego is responsible for repeating our memories of the past, and for projecting imaginary future
scenarios and associations, but when we bring it back to the present, it can take us on a journey home,
to our true Self.

It only takes a moment.

The simple act of smelling a �ower grounds us powerfully in the present moment, as does taking a
deep breath, and taking a second to close our eyes, remember and connect with the in�nite within us.

The Invitation to Soften the Ego

Sometimes on the spiritual path, we hear about people referring to “killing the ego.” It is important to note,
however, that we cannot actually kill the ego.

This is because the ego is really nothing but our thoughts, which travel with us from one body to another (as the
subtle body of thoughts always remains with us, throughout our lifetimes).

We also should not judge our ego.

The invitation, instead, is to soften it.

Practical ways we are invited to soften the ego include:

1.  Observing the ego

Anything we observe stops having power over us by the power of objectivity. We are not what we can observe.

By o�ering a compassionate witness consciousness (sākshi chaitanyam) to our tendency to associate, add arti�cial
value to ourselves and become identi�ed with our preferences for people, places and situations in our lives, we
lessen the power of our own egos.

2. Meditation

One of the best ways to observe the ego is through the practice of meditation. When we practice the Vedāntic
Ātmabodha Meditation Acharya Shunya teaches, we have the opportunity to simply witness the body, the breath
and the mind with all its associations, likes, dislikes, memories, projections, emotions, etc.

This helps us separate ourselves from associating as strongly with our ego. Doing so strengthens our identi�cation
with the witness itself - the seer, our true Self.

3. Calming activities

Soothing activities like taking a walk in nature and listening to tranquil music help the ego to fall from super�cial
to deeper levels of awareness. The Self can only be discovered when we go deep.

This process of looking within for that immortal part of ourselves is something that is greatly assisted by quieting
our surroundings and creating an environment conducive for spiritual growth.

4. Exposing our ego to spiritual wisdom

The voice of our true Self greatly increases when we listen to Shāstra (teachings from the ancient spiritual texts
recorded by the ancient Rishis, or seers, from their observations of the natural world, as well as our inner world).

The ego starts to crumble away the more it is exposed to the Truth. Satyam eva jayate is a beautiful expression of
how only the Truth (Satyam) has real existence (jayate).

What Happens When the Ego Softens?

In The Bhagavad Gita, Lord Krishna reveals how the same ego can be either a friend or an enemy of our true Self.
As the enemy of the true Self, the ego leads us to su�ering. As a friend of the true Self, the ego can lead us to
liberation from all forms of bondage. When the ego softens, it becomes our friend. We can recognize it, see
through it and train the ego to lead us back home.

From continually associating with ahamkāra (“I-ness”) and mamakāra (“mine-ness”), we �nd the we. And from
the we, we �nd God. When the sense of the individual “I” completely dissolves, the resulting knowledge that arises
is called Jñāna Yoga - the knowledge of Self.

Because we will still have an ego for as long as we are in our bodies, what happens when greater Self knowledge
awakens in us is that we will ultimately awaken to a healthy ego. The healthy ego is one that knows that even
though we are all individuals, we are inherently connected with the all (like a wave that knows it’s actually the
ocean).

We bring our real Self and our projected self into alignment. The deeper sense of connection with all of existence
stemming from this alignment naturally softens the ego and leads us more and more to the kind of freedom that
comes from knowing who we really are – Brahman, the Supreme Reality.



Reclaiming my Power -
A reflection on Bhakti Yoga

Nirāmayā Nalini Ramji
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In an innovative response to technology issues during
one of her introductory discourses on bhakti yoga,
Acharya Shunya directed satsangha members in a “real
Powerpoint” illustration of the concept of Īshwara (an
all-pervasive, God consciousness), later saying joyfully
that Īshwara wanted a dramatic teaching on Īshwara,
Brahman, and jīva (the embodied self)! Shreyas,
clutching his blanket (representing his story of
su�ering) tightly, played the jīva, enveloped in Māya
(the power of Brahman that veils our perception of
Reality) and denying the existence of God. Soumya,
Ananta, Shiva, and Maya portrayed ‘the world.’
Acharya Shunya herself represented nirguna
(attributeless) Brahman, the fundamental intelligence
that pervades all but cannot be seen, while young
Mathilda sat at her feet in lotus position as Īshwara,
the God principle, the shining principle of Brahman,
who transcends Māya and is Brahman’s representative
in the world of Māya.

Connecting Jñāna and Bhakti

Our relationship with God is so important that the entire discipline of bhakti yoga is devoted to it. Ideal for
householders, it puri�es our egos of ‘I, me, and mine’ consciousness. When we cultivate bhakti as our svabhāv, or
natural state, we can direct it towards our partner, child, or mother; however, survival consciousness erodes our
day-to-day interactions. The rishis (Vedic sages) therefore suggested an ingenious technique: to direct bhakti
towards the divine. There is undoubtedly a higher intelligence managing the intricacy of the universe, and the
sages give us in�nite freedom to worship this in any form – 840 million choices corresponding to the number of
species of beings! As Acharya Shunya says, when we connect with Supreme Truth, whether through our
thoughts or hearts, the �ction of the ego quietens down.

Some say Advaita (non-dual) Vedānta only emphasizes the Self and not God. Actually, jñāna yoga (the path of
knowledge) has an inherent relationship with God: as our consciousness evolves, we �rst perceive God as a
remote entity, then in the eye of every being, and �nally in ourselves. A Self-realized person needs no one to turn
to, but as long as we are su�ering and caught in Māya, it is vital for us to develop a clear relationship with a
presence to whom we can turn anytime; otherwise, we will feel spiritually orphaned, lost, and afraid in the
turbulent river of life. The rishis tells us that the one entity available to us constantly is Īshwara. Even if we are
lucky enough to have a living teacher, that teacher too is human, and their primary purpose is to help us connect
with that same presence within us, called Ātman. Even without being aware of Īshwara’s existence, we are being
helped; connecting directly to Īshwara enables us to channel even more help.
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Understanding Bhakti

Bhakti yoga can be understood through the following three de�nitions.

I belong to God

The �rst de�nition is bhāgāt bhaktih – I am a portion (bhāga) of God, or I belong to God. Quoting Acharya
Shunya, most people wear masks and are leading lives they are not meant to lead because they try to �nd their
completion in someone saying to them, “You are perfect.” There are two sources from which we can
authentically hear that we are perfect. The �rst is the Upanishads, which enjoin us to live our svadharma
(personal duty) with courage and without shame (you are ‘spiritually shameless’). The second is our own hearts,
which remind us even in the bleakest of times that a hidden power dwells within us and that we are a part of the
divine wholeness. The practice of upāsana yoga – disciplines of body, speech, and mind that purify the ego, such
as Ayurveda lifestyle, satsangha, prayer, and pure speech – enables us to access and nurture Īshwara within us and
connect to our divine source of power.

I live in God’s home

The second de�nition is bhaja sevāyah bhaktih – I live in God’s home. Remembering that not only do I belong
to God but that everything and everyone around me does too, I o�er service (sevā) to God by serving the world
and its beings. This aspect is more challenging since my everyday interactions with the world – most of which
doesn’t try to live an uplifted life – are more likely to trap me in worldly action and reaction. Remembering
Īshwara connects me to my divine source of power. Now I can have a “designer attitude” to the world, by �owing
outward through karma yoga.

Suppose someone is projecting their issues onto me and my mind is screaming to react. Instead, quieting my
mind and asking what God wants me to see helps me to �nd clarity. The next step may be to create boundaries;
yet, I can have compassion towards the other person and trust that Īshwara is working through both of us for a
higher purpose.

Facing a challenge, such as the death of a loved one or a terminal illness for myself or someone dear, presents me
with a choice: resistance (“I don’t want to deal with this problem”), or acceptance of the impermanence of life
and of the necessity of destruction for the upkeep of the universe. Resistance cuts o� my channel to divine help
and my ability to respond creatively. Instead, I can ask, what does God want me to see through? This may be the
opportunity to change an old pattern and work o� karma. Feeling connected to the entire universe through my
connection with Īshwara, I am no longer a tiny isolated speck – in my expansiveness, I know that only a part of
me is dying. At deeper knowledge states – where my shraddhā or deep conviction is �rm – my ego softens and
de-crystallizes, my vibration strengthens, and my su�ering reduces proportionately; in fact, karmas scheduled to
ripen can mitigate or fall away. Thus this lifetime has taken me forward.

Puri�cation and contemplation reveal God within me

The third de�nition is bhanjanāt bhaktih – bhakti destroys (bhanj) the erroneous notion that I am a limited
being. Seeing Īshwara within and letting Īshwara �ow through me removes my impotency: I can face anything
that comes my way. Acharya Shunya tells us that by praying to Īshwara, she receives “deposits” of knowledge and
teaching which she can pass on, because Īshwara is the puñja, the aggregate of sattva, of all good qualities.

Finding a teacher and discovering God, surrender to God enables the jīva to see Īshwara even in the world (‘the
world’ began waving to Shreyas as he discovered this). Now understanding that his enemies, friends, and abusers
had been Īshwara in disguise separates him from his ‘misery blanket,’ and he lives as a yogi in the world. Shreyas
sat smiling at ‘the world’ and then turned back to look at Mathilda, who held her hands over his head, reminding
us that with God in his heart, the jīva has access to more shakti – power, creativity, and energy. In addition, he
receives grace, which can avert a di�culty about to come his way. Acharya Shunya concluded the play, telling us
that though Brahman is attributeless, Īshwara is full of attributes, such as jñānam (knowledge of the Self),
aishwaryam (sovereignty), and vīryam (power); thus, when we call on Īshwara for help, we �nd Īshwara
everywhere.

As children, we connected easily with divinity. Growing up, experiencing sorrow, and becoming conditioned by
the beliefs of those around us, diminished that connection to a greater or lesser degree. We forget our inner light,
we believe that the world is a di�cult place, and we deny the existence of God. Vedānta says, īshāvāsyam idam
sarvam, there is nothing but God, the light of Brahman is shining everywhere. Everything in the universe,
including us, is under the management and housekeeping of Īshwara; in fact, it is Īshwara who enables us at the
appointed time to �nd our teacher in response to our heartfelt prayer. Thus, the Guru is regarded as a
representative of Īshwara.

In Practice
Applying bhakti yoga in my daily life, I notice that my choice in each waking moment is between upāsana yoga or
karma yoga – is my current task to worship Īshwara within me or around me? This enables me to remain in
sākshi bhāva (witness mode) more consistently. Having an ongoing inner dialogue with Īshwara means I never
feel alone; yet my actions are performed with attention and care. I also have greater compassion for myself, since I
am simply choosing responses from a place of purity within. I do not need to �x or eradicate parts of myself to
become pure.

In relating to others, this attitude of bhakti enables me to judge less; instead, I can admire Īshwara’s di�erent
forms and behaviors while staying grounded in my personal connection to Īshwara. With a quieter mind,
grihastha āshrama (the householder stage of life) becomes a perfect classroom for jñāna yoga, since love is karma
yoga directed at an object in my awareness. A wonderful example is caring for my two cats, one of whom requires
extra attention. Rather than comparing and judging – a human trait that they are free from! – I can simply
attend to each one’s need in the moment. What is �owing through me is my svadharma.

Conclusion

Through these teachings, Īshwara’s power is
revealing itself to me. Rather than from individual
muscle, true power comes from increasing our
personal sattva and combining it collectively.
Raising my vibration by using my individual e�ort
for dharma, I can relax my focus on mere survival
and seeking sense pleasures, knowing that Īshwara
will protect me through collective dharma. Bhakti
yoga enables me to let my authentic self shine
through and let Īshwara use it as Īshwara wills.



Vidya gives Vinayam – Knowledge gives Discipline (and Respect)

Vidya means knowledge, but not an ordinary knowledge – rather, it is knowledge from shāstra that awakens us to the
Self. Shāstra, or sacred texts of the Veda and Upanishads, is alone considered an avenue to vidya as they help to reveal
the highest knowledge of the Self/Brahman. All other knowledge – whether of science, technology, art etc. is not true
vidya, rather it is information. Knowledge then in this context is the knowledge of the Self. Only this vidya creates
vinayam – the discipline and humility of studentship.

Vinayam gives Pātritām – Respect and Discipline gives Worthiness (as a student)

Vinaya is a cultivated mindset of respect and deep studentship in our relationship to both teacher and shāstra. Why is
this important? Why should we intentionally cultivate a mindset of respect as spiritual students? When we hold this
value of respect in our thoughts, our words and our deeds – in every interaction with our teacher and the teachings, we
are doing our own inner work to purify our minds and egos. The knowledge of Self is there, but if our minds are in
confusion and a constant state of reaction, we won’t be able to receive this wisdom from our teacher. No matter how
much we hear, we cannot Know. It is only when we have Vinayam that we are able to develop pātritām – to become
worthy vessels for the knowledge of Self – to become adhikari. From the Sanskrit word pātra meaning vessel, we
become worthy students for this knowledge, as we purify our ego and stabilize our intellect appropriately. Our
worthiness comes from our respect.

Pātritām gives Āpanoti – Worthiness gives True Abundance/Wealth

So what does pātritā give? What is the life bene�t of being a worthy student of Self Knowledge (ātmabodha)? That
worthiness gives dhānam or gifted abundance. The one who is this worthy vessel achieves (āpanoti) wealth. In this case,
we are speaking of True Abundance – not just the wealth of dollars or rupees, but of every kind of abundance. Vinaya
brings happiness in our lives and our relationships. Material health, social relationships, physical health – everything
comes from this Vinaya. When we understand the many meanings of dhānam we recognize the many gifts of this life.
Instead of living a deprived miserable existence, with vinaya we have achieved some “dhān”. Shāstra is itself a kind of
wealth. We can also have gurudhān – the huge blessing of a teacher, or strīdhān – the gift of a wife, or putra dhān –
enjoying the blessing of a son, etc. This whole life we lead is a life of blessings. From this abundance on all levels, a sense
of �ow emerges. This leads to dharma – a life of right action.

Dhānam gives Dharma, from Dharma comes Sukham – A life of true abundance naturally leads us to right
action, which in turns brings us Joy

When we are in �ow, we are in a state of deep connection to universal ethics. When we understand our wealth to be
manifest in the many blessings of our lives, we experience spaciousness and generosity. We naturally make choices and
take actions that are bene�cial to all, not just for our own small self-interest, but for everyone.

These kinds of universal right actions lead to Joy. When we ful�ll dharma we ful�ll our destiny, we live in our
sva-dharma. To realize and live in alignment with our highest purpose, leads to an abiding connection with Self and a
lived experience of Joy.

When we understand this relationship between Knowledge, Respect, Worthiness, Wealth, Dharma and Joy we have a
template for a life of wholeness. If you are ready to experience abiding happiness in your life, this simple teaching can
provide insight in each step.

Contemplate the following:

Vinaya - How Shāstra Leads the
Worthy Student to Abundance and Joy

By Dean Aparna Amy Lewis
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The following is a teaching that comes from the oral tradition of our sampradāya, from ancient teachings passed
from generations of teachers to generations of students. Like many of the ancient Vedic teachings, this knowledge
was written down and those books burned, but the transmission continued through the guru-shishya parampara.
With a deep gratitude for our living teacher, and for my own working sense organs and mind to receive, I share
this Vinaya teaching from Acharya Shunya ji.

     
      

vidyA dadAti vinayaM, vinayAdyAti pAtratAM |
pAtratvAddhanamApnoti, dhanAddharmaM tataH sukhaM || 5 ||

(True/complete) knowledge gives discipline, from discipline comes worthiness, from worthiness one gets
wealth, from wealth (one does) good deeds, from that (comes) joy.

In this sutra, students of Advaita Vedānta are given a clear pathway to achieving Joy – that abiding happiness
that each of us seek in this life.

THE HAMSA MAGAZINE

•  We think we want wealth for happiness, but how can we have wealth and be able to build success
without a sāttvic (balanced) mind?

•   To create a truly abundant life, we must be worthy (adikhāri).

•   We can only truly become an adikhāri when vinaya is in place – when vinaya ends, you are no longer
a worthy vessel.

•   Only if there is true vinaya, not from neediness but from a place of deep humility and respect, can we
have vidya.

•   Vidya dādāti vinayam – then with true knowledge (of Self) do we foster more deep and abiding
respect and so the cycle continues.



The three vāsanās are like three di�erent clothing the ego wears. They revolve around the body (deha vāsanā), the
outer world (loka vāsanā), and the learning we have (shāstra vāsanā).

Let us explore them one by one.

Finding Freedom From
the Three Levels of Unconsciousness - Vāsanās

By Ananta Ripa Ajmera
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Another name for the ego in Sanskrit is chidabāsa, which means the Truth (of Brahman, or Supreme Reality) plus
a re�ection of that Truth. This is why our deepest memory as human beings, regardless of how far our thoughts,
speech, and actions may wander away from Brahman, is of our bigness, of wholeness, and abiding joy (Ānanda).

We learned in Acharya Shunya’s Vedic Spiritual Studies Program series of ego classes how, due to the re�ected part
of our consciousness, as human beings, we are born with an inbuilt desire to mimic our true bigness, wholeness,
and abiding joy. That is why we seek out transitory pleasures.

It’s as if we superimpose our own selves onto the world, and then start believing in an illusion that the abundance
within us actually lives out in the world somewhere. As a result, we feel as though chasing transient objects and
experiences will bring us closer to who we really are, to our true nature.

This temporal mirage of abundance as being outside of ourselves manifests in the form of three di�erent vāsanās,
or ego-driven desires. These vāsanās can also be thought of as three levels of unconsciousness that the ego
experiences in its journey through the jagat, the objective, material world.

What Are the Three Vāsanās?

The Lost Search for Abundance
Loka vāsanā is what we experience when we equate our sense of abundance with what those in the outer world
will give us in terms of name, fame, money, and other material resources. Material and biological survival is one of
the four legitimate goals of human life as per the Vedas. The healthy pursuit of worldly possessions, assets,
professional growth and recognition, in fact, is called artha purushārtha. When we get consumed by the pursuit of
abundance in any of its external manifestations, it becomes loka vāsanā.

We experience loka vāsanā when we become a slave to money, will go to any length to get attention from the
world, and �nd greater value in material achievements than in our spiritual pursuits.

Money and Materialism: Is Enough Ever Really Enough?

When money and material objects become the objects of the mind’s obsession, we are left perpetually feeling like
we never have enough of either. We always want more. We feel we will only be abundant once we have ten
thousand more dollars in the bank. Some of us stay in jobs where we’re treated like slaves just for money. There are
plenty of women and men who have married and/or stayed in dysfunctional, abusive relationships only for the
sake of money.

And yet, we see so many people who seem to have everything on the surface - money, property, an estate, jewels,
and furniture galore - but still don’t feel abundant. The possession of material abundance is also often
accompanied by the strong fear of its loss. The satisfaction that is sought is often not ultimately found.

Climbing the Never-Ending Corporate Ladder

Whether or not we work in the corporate world, it is natural to seek out ways to grow professionally. We can easily
equate success in our work in the world as an indication of our abundance. When this happens, our professional
contacts become very important, our contracts and clients become critical, our deals begin to de�ne us, our status
stands out in our mind, and so on. When any (or all) of these work-related measures mean everything to us, and
are important to pursue at any cost, we are caught up in loka vāsanā.

A great example of loka vāsanā that Acharya Shunya gave in class was how the moment we get a promotion, we
celebrate it, and then while celebrating it, we tell our best friend about how we’re thinking about how we can
possibly get another one. Our experience of abundance gets replaced with our discontentment.

Name and Fame: All That Glitters is Not Gold

In addition to the elusive quests for money, material things, and professional advancement, the desire for name
and fame can cloud our spiritual vision, with the appearance of glamorousness. All that glitters is not gold,
however. We can see from the sheer number of celebrities who develop drug and alcohol addictions and even
commit suicide that achieving mass recognition can still lead to a feeling of profound emptiness inside.

Whenever we become blinded by the pursuits of money, recognition, promotions, material objects, name, and
fame as forms of abundance, no matter how much we may attain of any of these, we feel as though we never have
enough.

Bondage of the Body
In the Vedic spiritual tradition, having physical pleasure (kāma) is considered one of the four worthwhile goals

Our own body becomes a prison in this way.

Intense Attachments to Other Bodies

Deha vāsanā can also manifest as attachment to other bodies. We can become very conscious of the body’s
relatives, including mothers, fathers, husbands and wives, who we want to squeeze every ounce of love from. We
may see if our relatives are meeting some kind of externally driven criteria that we read about on websites and in
certain magazines (i.e. does your husband compliment you when you do a certain activity?). We can also get very
attached to the bodies of pets.

This type of attachment to other bodies is inherently sel�sh, as we become consumed by what we can get from
others in our lives, to the point that we may not even consider what is best for these other people and pets who we
claim to “love.”

Attachments can also manifest on the opposite spectrum of love, in the form of hatred. When a person commits
murder out of rage or anger, he or she gets completely consumed by an attachment to destroying the body of
another, for one ignorant reason or the other.

It is the body vāsanā that can lead to jealousy, overeating, and even murders and sex crimes when the ego gets lost
in the voracious, insatiable, unconscious desires of the physical being.

The Shadow Side of Study
The third vāsanā described in the Vedic spiritual tradition revolves around the learning we have had. The degrees,
the certi�cations, the advanced studies, the competencies we’ve accumulated, along with the quality of degree
giving institutions we’ve acquired our knowledge from all become a very big vāsanā bodysuit for the ego.

Even the study of spiritual scriptures or texts, which are meant to free us from the myriad layers of our ego, can
create a spiritual kind of ego that becomes an obstruction to our truly knowing what we have studied. This
excessive desire for knowledge and learning is called shāstra vāsanā.

Losing Sight of the Aim of Learning

The vāsanā that can develop around scriptures and learning is a parrot-like, unexamined obsession with learning,
in which there is never a thought around who is learning, for what purpose, and how much is enough. In terms of
worldly learning, the ego can easily judge others’ overall competency by whether or not a person has an Ivy League
degree or not. In the spiritual world, shāstra vāsanā shows up in the form of Vedic scholars who may quote all
kinds of scriptures, such as Tattvabodha, Bhagavad Gita, Kena Upanishad, Katha Upanishad, etc., but do not live
even one word of these teachings.

Seeing Through Filters We Are Familiar With

Another way that shāstra vāsanā manifests is when students perceive the knowledge they are receiving through the
lens of what they already know. An example of this is an Āyurveda student coming in with a background of
molecular biology, and evaluating the concepts of Āyurveda by what molecular biology proclaims about the same
subjects.

Another example of how this happens is when a student comes in to study Vedic spirituality with a new teacher
after having previously studied with someone else. Instead of emptying him or herself to receive knowledge from a
di�erent teacher, this student may claim to know it all already, argue with things that don’t match what he or she
has previously learned, or otherwise get lost in intellectual debates around spiritual knowledge that was meant to
be internalized and lived.

Bypassing the Teacher Altogether

Yet another way that shāstra vāsanā manifests is in those who feel they don’t need a spiritual teacher at all. Many
people feel it’s enough to simply learn from the actual Shāstra (sacred text). Because spiritual teachings are so
codi�ed, however, we will likely not progress very far in learning from a book only, and may become even more
prone to simply quoting instead of actually living the deep meaning behind each word encoded in the Vedic
scriptures.

The Interconnected Nature of the Three Vāsanās
All of the three vāsanās are interconnected with and perpetually feed one another. If we ask a person considering
doing a Phd in statistics why he or she wishes to do this, we are likely to hear that it is because this person needs a
job, wants beautiful clothing, and so on. And often what happens when we are tired of survival (artha
purushārtha) is that we seek pleasure (kāma purushārtha). Then, when we have enough of pleasure, we get bored
eventually and want to preoccupy ourselves with the pursuit of pleasure. Our lives, when unexamined, easily
revolve around the body, the world, and the learning we have had.

We not only naturally revolve around the three vāsanās; we are actually encouraged – and rewarded – by our
modern society for our vāsanās. As Acharya Shunya shared in her Satsangha, our world is like a vāsanā bar, where
everyone is high on vāsanā cocktails and mocktails. Vāsanās can become like drugs. We get high from the
experiences of the world, the physical body, and our learning. Those who don’t display ‘enough’ of these vāsanās
even get frowned upon for not having them.

There are so many forms of undermining we do to get things from others – undermining our pride, who we are,
and everything we know to be true and noble. This causes us to give away our integrity just so that the ego can
have one more high with the drug of outer approval, or in terms of another body holding us close, as two
examples.

So much su�ering happens due to the presence of vāsanās in our lives.

How To Free Ourselves from the Three Vāsanās
When on a spiritual journey, we have the opportunity to become liberated by the chains of our own vāsanās, and
to transform our unconsciousness around the world, the body, and the learning we have had to a conscious
relationship with all three. Awakening to spiritual knowledge means awakening to our own unconsciousness.

As our vāsanās get exposed to us in our study and personal contemplation on Jñānam (spiritual knowledge taught
by an Āchārya), we gain the power to start to lay them to rest. When we do this, then what is originally within us
gets self-revealed. Our true abundance �owers. We experience a deeper kind of ful�llment irrespective of who or
what comes into or goes out of our lives. This is worth waiting for. What becomes self-revealed is true bliss, which
we had inside of us all along – we just forgot.

Fortunately, along with sharing a comprehensive understanding of the nature of the problem of vāsanās, Acharya
Shunya gave concrete examples of ways we can free ourselves from our obsessions with the body, the world, and
the learning we’ve had with three paths of Yoga she has taught in her Vedic Spiritual Studies Program.

Going Beyond the Body: Seeing the Same Self in All
For the times when we are consumed by bodily desires (deha vāsanās), we are asked to practice Upāsana Yoga.
Because Upāsana Yoga involves disciplines for the body, mind, and speech, it is a very helpful sādhana (spiritual
practice) for transforming our preoccupation with our physical being into a sankalpa, or sacred intention, that our
body, as well as our mind and speech become instruments for the divine to �ow through.

Specific Upāsana Yoga Practices for Overcoming Our Obsessions with Physical Health and Sensual Pleasures

For those of us who are experiencing physical ill health, Acharya Shunya speci�cally recommends we repeat to
ourselves this mantra:

“I have a body. I’m associated with a body that is going through a fever
[or other health challenge], but I am not this body.”

What this practice will do is allow us to explore our separation from our physical body. Because both the mind and
the body are involved whenever we experience physical dis-ease, we can employ our mind as an instrument to help
us heal ourselves by de-fusing it from our body, and allowing it to naturally rest in its true source: the abidingly
healthy spiritual Self.

If we �nd ourselves in a situation where we become dependent upon the sexual experience to experience our
spiritual potency, we learned how we can employ our mind as an instrument by positively connecting it with the
Ultimate Reality (known in Advaita Vedānta as Brahman). Instead of thinking I am a man or woman, and
associating ourselves with our biological, sexual needs, we can a�rm:

“I am Brahman – the Ultimate Reality.”

This practice of thinking of ourselves as the deepest source of spiritual potency is called Brahman Abhyāsa.

We can practice the above mantra, or we can chant any other mantra(s) we may know to connect us with our true
spiritual power. Practicing physical yoga āsanas and yogic breathing exercises (prānayāma) are additional Upāsana
Yoga practices that help us channel our physical desires into greater self-mastery and spiritual power.

Advaita Vedānta Contemplations to Support Developing Greater Detachment from Other Bodies

Acharya Shunya taught how instead of getting caught up in analyzing what our relatives are (or are not) doing,
Advaita Vedānta helps us analyze our own selves. We learn from this spiritual tradition that the others who are
coming into and going out of our lives are nothing but our own Self showing up in di�erent bodies to help us see
and understand di�erent aspects of ourselves.

In terms of excessive attachments to life partners, we learned how Adi Shankaracharya reveals in Bhaja Govindam
(a collection of Vedic spiritual hymns) that when we leave our physical bodies, even our own beloved husband or
wife will not want to sit with our body at night in the mortuary. Our partner will get frightened by our body and
its rotting smells. This is where the physical relationship between two bodies ultimately leads.

Similarly, as we gain more spiritual knowledge, we should strive to love the common, spiritual Self in our pets,
instead of getting lost at the level of our pets’ physical bodies.

We should honor the body of our pets, loved ones, and ourselves, because we regard the body as kalu dharma
sādhanam, the vessel for performing all noble actions (dharmas). We therefore love the body, heal it, put beautiful
things on it, eat organic, and so on.

When the time for death comes, however, we must ultimately be ready to let go of our own body, and accept it
when others in our lives face death. We learn in Acharya Shunya’s Vedic Spiritual Studies Program how death, in
fact, is nothing but a change of clothing, where we exchange one physical body for another until the time of our
spiritual freedom (moksha) comes.

Look Within: the Quest for True Abundance
To prevent ourselves from getting lost in the chase for material and biological survival, and experiencing the pain
of how enough is never really enough in terms of worldly achievement and acquisition, we are taught to practice
Karma Yoga.

At a practical level of application, the sādhana of Karma Yoga helps us develop a healthier, more sustainable
relationship with the world by focusing our mind on the process versus the outcomes involved in our work. In
Karma Yoga, we practice making our work an o�ering to the divine, god consciousness (known as Ishwara). We
receive the results of our e�orts, whether positive or negative, as a blessing (prasad) from Ishwara.

Meditate on Being in This World, Not of This World

Money and recognition are not the same as abundance. If it were, then we would not see so much distress among
those who are rich and famous.

Acharya Shunya shared how we can work for happiness, or work from happiness. What Karma Yoga means in a
spiritual sense is that we learn to work from happiness (that lives inside – always) instead of seeking happiness
through the outcomes of our work (which are outside us, and therefore not fully in our control). We want to, in
this way, develop a meditative contemplation as we work that I am in this world, not of this world.

We can still learn new skills, pull out our contacts, and do what we can to achieve material abundance. But the key
is to know while we do so that this is what we are doing for a certain amount of time, and that our abundance
actually lives inside us.

Connecting with Our Inner Wellspring of Creativity

Every messiah, great being, fountainhead of knowledge, original scientist, thinker, architect, and spiritual leader
has gone inside to �nd their eureka moments. This meant going against the world, and going within. They had to
essentially make a spiritual journey inwards to discover the gifts they were meant to share with us all.

We can similarly connect with our most creative, original expressions of ourselves and thereby produce our best
work by freeing ourselves from loka vāsanās, to allow our true Self to shine – not for attention or approval, but
simply because the nature of the Self is to shine.

Living the Knowledge: Transforming Information to Wisdom
For spiritual study, we are recommended to practice Bhakti Yoga to infuse devotion into our learning of Shāstra
(spiritual knowledge contained in sacred texts). What devotion does is invite this special knowledge to not just
remain an academic pursuit, but to actually change our whole lives. As that is the real power of Shāstra.

The Three-Step Process of Learning Shāstra

In the Vedic spiritual tradition, we are taught how there is a three-pronged process for acquiring spiritual
knowledge.

Stage 1: Listening Deeply

The �rst step is called Shravanam, which is the stage in which we simply listen to the Āchārya expound upon the
wisdom of the Vedas contained in Shāstra with as little distraction as possible – and for a long period of time.
What listening does is allow us to fully receive whatever wisdom we need in a given moment.

Stage 2: Contemplation

After we have listened, we are asked to then engage in Mananam, which is contemplation on what we have
listened to. This is where we churn on what we have heard by really deeply thinking about it. Questions may arise
in this process. We are asked to bring questions to the Āchārya in this stage of the learning process, to have any
doubts removed that prevent us from making the knowledge a part of our living experience.

Stage 3: Application

Once we have any confusions that arose in the contemplation stage cleared up, we are then told to practice
applying the knowledge to our lives. This is known as Nididhyāsanam, which means applying the knowledge, and
simultaneously meditating on it. To do this fully and well, we need faith, devotion, and consistency. This stage of
acquiring spiritual knowledge is when information becomes wisdom. What we have heard has now become our
experience – we have veri�ed the truth of what we have been taught in the laboratory of our own lives.

When we share knowledge from the space of lived experience of what we are teaching, it has power. What gets
transmitted in this case is not merely a matter of recitation of facts and quotes, or a teacher becoming a walking
encyclopedia of sorts – knowledge that is lived has the capacity to change the lives of others by ultimately giving
hope.

Rather than get caught up by shāstra vāsanā, with devotion, we have the opportunity to become truly free from all
forms of bondage.

It is Jñānam (spiritual knowledge attained from following the above process) that ultimately helps us go beyond
the body to see the same Self in all, �nd true abundance within us, as us (to connect with our true state of Ānanda
– in�nite bliss), and to transform information into wisdom and spiritual power.

The gift of Jñānam, indeed, sets us free.

(called 
radiant health, beautiful clothing, good sex, good food, and good company.

Where this legitimate goal of life becomes unhealthy, however, is when it turns into a vāsanā, known as 
vāsanā, which is an obsessive preoccupation with the body: your own and/or that of another. When this happens,
the body’s health, pleasures, rest, looks, relatives, and possessions color the mind.

An Obsession with Physical Health and Sensual Pleasures

We can want health so badly that we will drop everything, even the pursuit of knowledge of how to be physically
healthy via Vedānta’s sister science of 

When the legitimate goal of pleasure becomes a vāsanā, sex addiction can also result. When this happens, the
sexual experience becomes like a reminder of our original potency; we experience spiritual potency through the
sexual experience. When our only connection to spiritual potency comes through the sexual experience, it
becomes hard to stop. The mind then starts to feel that sex must be had at any cost, whether that’s through
pornography, and even sex crimes like rape and incest.

The body vāsanā can additionally manifest as food addictions. We may �nd ourselves overdoing our consumption
of alcohol or certain foods, such as chocolates, cheese, bread, cookies, ca�eine, etc.

When any sensual experience become excessive, what begins as an enjoyable experience becomes no longer
satisfying. Natural bodily desires become needs, and needs become obsessions. Pleasure then leads to pain.

Preoccupation with the Body’s Appearance

With deha vāsanā, we may often worry about how we look, and can even resort to arti�cial means of “�xing” or
cosmetically enhancing whatever we feel is not “good enough” or beautiful enough by external, worldly standards.
It is very commonplace in the entertainment industry, as an example, for many people to undergo plastic surgery
to achieve a certain sought-after look.

We can also feel terri�ed and dismayed by the process of aging: every gray hair, wrinkle, and loss of vitality can
disturb our peace of mind.
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Baba once shared a signi�cant story with his disciples. I was fortunate to be a part of that inner circle. The
Sanskrit word “satsangha” refers to a gathering of seekers, speci�cally disciples, which collect around a great
Guru, to receive the wisdom of absolute reality (Brahman). Typically, the master meets the students on a regular
basis to not only impart this rare wisdom that gets activated through puri�ed speech of the Guru alone, but also,
clears the doubts students may have. However, depending upon the state of the mind of the student, and the
degree to which the ego is full of itself, or empty of prior notions, the results vary.

In the �rst type of mindset, the student’s mind is like a hot plate. The student’s personal consciousness is
teeming with life agendas, and all types of vāsanās, (pertaining to the body, mind, or scriptures). In essence our
ego is overstated, despite being in the company of a great teacher. So when rare wisdom (jñānam) comes through
our ears, and enters our mind, it does not stay long enough with us to even make a dent in our consciousness. It
simply disappears within moments, just like drops of water evaporate quickly on encountering a scorching
surface. The greater the heat of the ego, the faster is the loss of wisdom.

Every spiritual teacher encounters students with “hot plate” personalities. Their egos are �red up with desires for
amassing more (of everything) or fears of losing what they value so much. They are barely present to drop
inwards to �nd true security and stability, instead chasing it externally.

These students are entrenched in their inner-identi�cation with worldly positions. They remain asleep to the
opportunity of a living awakened Guru sitting before them in a body, even as the Guru is discoursing with them
about the Ultimate Truth of Self, Life and existence. Perhaps this rare opportunity presents itself due to past life’s
accumulated good karma (known as punyam). In this lifetime, they come to the satsangha (gathering), and they
appreciate the Guru’s uplifting words in the moment. They may o�er sevā (service to the Guru as gratitude) and
even like to revere the Guru as God, but alas, they do not retain the teachings. That is a great loss due to worldly
�res that grip their mind. No sooner do they leave the teacher’s presence then they are back to square one –
sleepwalking in maya, chasing mirages and running away from others. Thus, their spiritual bene�ts are minimal
and transient. The wisdom has simply evaporated.

In the second type of mindset, the student slowly and steadily begins to recognize the value of rare
Self-knowledge coming their way from the rare awakened teacher via the Upanishads. They recognize that the
teacher’s body may not remain vigorous enough to teach forever (since the body of the Guru also is perishable),
and perhaps their own karma can create future, unknown, obstacles in learning. Now, the student begins to
esteem the study and learning opportunity and give it the attention it deserves. They become more focused upon
their learning opportunity, value it as a priority, and give it their full attention. For this they may even have to
sacri�ce several privately held agendas. The student’s mindfulness begins to shows up in how much they value
each encounter with the teacher (satsangha). The student’s entire personality becomes like a lotus leaf.

Have you ever seen a lotus leaf and its response to water droplets, either from rain or a hose? When water drops
fall on the lotus leaf, it holds them for a long time, as long as it can, like glistening beads. In our perspective, this
represents being with the knowledge, deliberately, even when we are not present face-to-face with our Guru. This
longer association with “drops of wisdom” from the teacher, leads to greater inner alignment with reality and
true Self, and expedites remembering who we are. The leaf that holds droplets of divine wisdom with
mindfulness gradually blossoms a lotus. Yes, the lotus of the disciple’s heart opens, and the disciple encounters
the outer Guru dwelling in that inner lotus. This state, an evolved one, is known as the emergence of Shraddhā
(faith), the surrender of the �nal remnants of ego, to the Guru and Guru’s message from the awakening
scriptures. The students who make e�ort to retain and contemplate upon the knowledge received from the
Guru, begin to enjoy positive spiritual clarity and innumerable life-bene�ts in due course.

However, the lotus leaf may not always enjoy the bloom of knowledge. The disciple must remember to come
back to the Guru, again and again, repeatedly, without break, simply for getting wet again and again in the
shower of divine wisdom, since water-beads will disappear from the lotus leaf over time. So also, a mind that
stops being exposed to the Guru’s wisdom rain for any reason, parches in the desert of māyā. Chances of the
lotus blooming in due time, becomes another unful�lled delusion.

Without water, the lotus leaf turn yellow, then brown, and �nally falls back into the �lthy pond of māyā (the
changing reality superimposed on the ultimate reality of Brahman) . Without the Guru’s wisdom and sustained
exposure, even the most sincere student will regress back to sleep-walking behaviors. Unless the student makes it
a priority to remain steadfast in discipleship, the wisdom that once shone in the eyes of the student gradually
dissipates.

Finally, it is a rare student who becomes a pearl of wisdom.

The story goes this way, that there is a rare shell that waits with its mouth open for rain. But simply any rain
shower at any time will not do. It waits to catch even one drop of the rain that falls in the Swati Nakshatra (a star
constellation, considered spiritually potent as per the Hindus). Then, the shell closes it mouth and goes to sleep
(to the rest of the world), but remains internally awake and active, with that celestial drop, as its entire universe.

No one knows when the shell will re-emerge and how. When it does return back to the world, and opens it
mouth again, the water droplet has become a pearl. It does not hoard the pearl for itself, but releases it into the
ocean, adding a little more shine, to a self-shining existence. The droplet that became a pearl is the study of a
disciple that �rst and foremost, discerns whose wisdom is worthy of waiting for and whose is not. The disciple
does not get swayed for example, by the �rst person who declares “I am awake, I am a Guru, Come to me, I shall
help you.” Clearly, the disciple is not gripped by deha vāsanā to get seduced by physical appearances alone. This
unexamined desire for the body often makes an initial and lasting impression - such as attraction to the biggest
spiritual gig, exotic mystical dress, or fancy advertisements (all contemporary examples of the kind of early
discernment a pearl will do).
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"I patiently await the rare rain that drops in
swati nakshatra, alone. "

Then, the disciple assigns extraordinary value to each drop of wisdom that emerges from the chosen Guru’s
auspicious mouth, since often, for such a sensitive disciples, even one drop is enough. Upon receiving wisdom, it
feels complete. This shows that the pearl disciple is clearly beyond shāstra vāsanā, or unexamined desire for
learning from scriptures, blindly hoping to study and master yet more scriptures, and even memorize a few or all
verses. Meanwhile never personally making the e�ort to assimilate the essence of wisdom, to try to live the �rst
verse of the �rst scripture ever taught to them. The disciple boasts about how many scriptures they have gone
through. The tradition comments, how many scriptures have gone through you?

For the pearl, one drop is enough – less is more. So when they receive even one clear teaching from the Guru,
such as the famous teaching in one statement, Brahma Satyam Jagan Mithya, which means, “Self is the only
Truth. All else is Appearance.” Then the disciple will spend their entire life, or a good part of it, threading this
one statement apart in the laboratory of their own life, relationships, ashrama (stage of life), īshanā (valid desires
of a human life), etc., until they become one with the wisdom that this 4-worded aphorism, unpacks. In fact this
statement is the quintessential essence of the Upanishads from the eyes of Advaita Vedānta, as forwarded by
ancestral master teacher Adi Shankaracharya from the 8th century CE.

How many Upanishads can one hope to receive in one limited lifetime (with transient health, vitality, body,
failing memory, etc.)? How many texts can one memorize, unless the 4-word statement is heard, understood, and
internalized as a part of one’s daily life by an assiduous Disciple. In fact this entire book simply con�rms this one
statement alone.

Finally, the disciple shows extraordinary ability to turn inwards, away from the world and its māyā-mall of fame,
name, popularity, accolades, and approvals. From past experience (in this life time or previous) or from the
Guru’s counsel, the disciple already knows how unsubstantial is the drama of victory, name and fame earned in
the world, won at such great cost, and how transient the worldly joy. We are always left unquenched; such is the
nature of mirages in māyā.

The disciple is now only in quest of the abiding bliss of the Self. So the disciple has no qualms in truly
re-prioritizing their lifestyle to pursue Self-knowledge full-time. They may even change jobs, work part-time or
seek early retirement. They may move closer to the Guru (geographically) and not leave any opportunity for
satsangha with the Guru. They o�er unbridled, an exceptional sel�ess service to the Guru, and take care of the
Guru’s outer form, just so that the teaching and learning can carry on, unrestricted by life circumstances. In their
private and public life, these disciples go progressively inwards (they stop talking about their spiritual experiences
and insights for a start). Hermit-like inwardly, regular people outwardly. Moms, dads, sons, daughters, they
curate a meditative contemplative lifestyle and value solitude, to remember the Guru, worship the Guru as
incarnate Brahman, and contemplate on the teachings from the Guru. They are present in the world, amongst
the web of worldly relationships, but still, they manage to present beautifully expressed, calm spiritual
boundaries. Thus the worldly waters (salty water from the ocean) cannot mix up with the single rain droplet
(preciously received from the beloved Guru). This is how much they value the Guru – they become trustees of
great wisdom, every drop of it.

The disciple is ready to leave everything (not physically but in terms of their worldly egoic-attachments to
things), in quest of the Ultimate Truth. And they value the “truth giver,” the Guru, over every other earthly
relationship. False appearances and māyā promises no longer sway the disciple from staying engrossed in sadhanā
(spiritual disciplines.)

The world says the student has become a hermit. In reality, the disciple is getting ready to be a citizen of the
world - fully engrossed, active and dynamic. This time, the student sees with new eyes, the eyes of the knower,
knower of Brahman, the Ultimate Supreme Spiritual Reality of One Being and Radical Bigness.

The story is full of symbolism. Baba explained: The Swati constellation represents karmic or divine grace and
spiritual forces that come together to set the right environment so the disciple encounters the master for future
awakening. Then, the rain of good opportunity, to meet and study with the Guru, falls on many. Only the One
who internalizes even a single droplet of wisdom, becomes the true disciple, and ultimately the awakened
knower. The others simply get wet and sooner or later, dry back up.

The outer shell is compared to the Guru’s protection, under which the disciple dwells, inwardly facing, (not
outwardly facing the world) for a long duration (not a �xed amount of time). The disciple emerges from the shell
only when the Guru releases the shell, not otherwise. So the true disciple does not self declare prematurely, I am a
pearl. The Guru thinks with satisfaction, “Look another pearl, Oh Brahman; I give you back more of you. This
one has now re-remembered.”

When the disciple emerges forth as a pearl, he or she returns as a Knower (brahmajñāni), an Awakened One
(jīvanamukta), who shines, with a sovereign inner light, the shine of the Self. One in a million disciples becomes
a pearl. But we should all aspire to become one. And in this way, with a beautiful inner smile, Baba concluded his
storytelling that changed my life.
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adhikari : a student who has become a worthy vessel for Self knowledge
ahamkāra : the ego, the sense of “I”
aishwaryam : sovereignty
amritam : immortal essence
ānanda : abiding joy that is our nature
artha purushārtha : the healthy pursuit of worldly possessions, assets, professional growth and recognition, etc.
āpanoti : wealth of every kind that is acquired by a worthy student
asat : untruth
ashrama : a stage of life with certain dharmic responsibilities to ful�ll
ātmabodha : knowledge of the Self
ātman : the eternal and indestructible Self, refers to Brahman dwelling in all beings
bhāga : a portion or a part of something else
Bhaja Govindam : a collection of Vedic spiritual hymns compiled by Adi Shankaracharya
Bhakti Yoga : a practice of infusing devotion into our pursuit of spiritual knowledge
brahmajñāni : one you has full knowledge and understanding of Brahman, or Ultimate Truth
Brahman : Ultimate Reality, the pure consciousness pervading the entire universe
Brahman abhyāsa : sustained practice of mentally thinking of ourselves as the deepest source of spiritual potency
chidabāsa : the Truth (of Brahman, or Supreme Reality) plus a re�ection of that Truth.
deha vāsanā : ego-driven desires that revolve around the body-based obsessions
dhānam : gifted abundance
dharma : righteousness, duty, noble values
gamaya : to journey, to go
grihasta āshrama : the householder stage of life
Gurudhān : the blessing of having a teacher
Ishwara : the all-pervasive, divine god-consciousness
jagat : the objective, material world
jayate : having real existence
jīva : the embodied Self that includes the mind, ego and senses
jīvanamukta : a person who is awakened to the Ultimate Truth
jñānam : spiritual knowledge of the Self taught by an Āchārya
Jñāna Yoga : knowledge of the Self
jyotir : light, truth
kāma : physical pleasure enjoyed through the senses
kalu dharma sādhanam : the vessel for performing all noble actions, an attitude to have toward the body
Karma Yoga : an attitude toward activity that is without expectation of reward or attachment to certain outcomes
loka vāsanā : ego-driven desires that involve the outer world
mamakāra : the aspect of the ego which identi�es with what is ‘mine’
mananam : second stage of learning spiritual knowledge, deeply contemplating on the teachings one has heard
māyā : the changing reality superimposed onto objective reality
moksha : spiritual freedom due to the destruction of delusion, clear and total knowing what is eternal and non-eternal
mrityor : subject to death, mortal
nididhyāsanam : third stage of learning spiritual knowledge, putting into practice the teachings one has understood
nirguna : without attributes
pātra : vessel
pātritām : worthiness to be a student of Self knowledge
prānayāma : breathing practices that help bring discipline to the body and mind
prasad : a blessing or gift from a divine source
punyam : good karma accumulated over lifetimes
purushārthas : the four legitimate goals of human life
putra dhān : the gift of a son
rishis : sages and seers
sādhana : voluntary dedicated discipline to reach self-determined spiritual goals
sākshi chaitanyam : the compassionate observer / witness consciousness
sākshi bhāva : a mode of identifying with the observer rather than the actor in daily life
sankalpa : a sacred intention
sat, satyam : truth
satsangha : a gathering of spiritual seekers who come to learn from a Guru or spiritual teacher
sāttvic : balanced
sevā : sel�ess service
shakti : divine power, creativity, energy
shantih: peace
Shāstra : sacred texts revealing the Self
shāstra vāsanā : the excessive desire for knowledge and learning
shraddhā : faith in the teacher and scriptures
shravanam : the �rst stage of learning spiritual knowledge, deeply listening to the teachings
strīdhān : the gift of a wife
svabhāv : natural state, basic attitude
svadharma : personal highest purpose, destiny
tamas : darkness, ignorance
Upāsana Yoga : disciplines for the body, mind, and speech that purify the ego
vāsanā : ego-driven desires pertaining to the body, mind, or scriptures
vidya : knowledge from scriptures that awakens us to the Self
vinayam : the discipline and humility of studentship.
vīryam : power, strength
yoga āsanas : physical postures that are part of a practice of disciplining the body and mind
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Just as the swan (Hamsa in Sanskrit) lives on water, but its feathers are
never wet, similarly, an Advaita Vedāntin (follower of Advaita
Vedānta) dwells in the Māyā-filled Samsāra, ful�lling all duties, but
remains untouched and unpolluted by Māyā. Such a one is called a
spiritual Hamsa. Vedic seekers must e�ort to emulate Hamsa-like
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